Design and Performance of a Low-Cost Telemetric Laparoscopic Tactile Grasper.
Tactile feedback is completely lost in laparoscopic surgery, which would provide information about tissue compliance, texture, structural features, and foreign bodies. We developed a system with artificial tactile feedback for laparoscopic surgery that consists of a telemetric tactile laparoscopic grasper, a remote PC with customized software, and a commercial video-mixer. A standard, nonsensorized laparoscopic grasper was customized to allow the integration of a tactile sensor and its electronics. The tactile sensor and the electronics module were designed to be detachable from the instrument. These parts are lightweight and wireless, thus not impeding the use of the device as surgical instrument. The remaining system components used to generate visualization of the tactile data do not influence the workflow in the operating room. The overall system design of the described instrumentation allows for easy implementation in an operating room environment. The fabrication of the tactile sensor is relatively easy and the production costs are low. With this telemetric laparoscopic grasper instrument, systematic preclinical studies can be performed in which surgeons execute surgical tasks that are derived from clinical reality. The experience gained from these investigations could then be used to define the requirements for any further development of artificial tactile feedback systems.